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Abstract 
In this technical report we present the operational semantics and proofs of progress 
and preservation for the type system we presented in our paper “Ownership Effects 
Based Parallelism”. This report is intended for those interested formal proof of the 
safety of the type system outlined briefly herein and submitted to IWACO 2008. 
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1. Introduction 
In this technical report we develop the operational semantics for the effective 
ownership based language presented in “Ownership Effects Based Parallelism”. These 
developments were not presented as part of the paper for the purposes of clarity and 
adhering to the space limitations imposed on the paper. In this technical report we 
present the operational semantics for our language and then prove progress and 
preservation. 
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2. Static Type Rules 
Before presenting the dynamic semantics which are required to prove the safety of the 
language we represent the abstract syntax and static type rules for the language for the 
purposes of completeness since they are referred to by the dynamic semantics. The 
remainder of this section is a verbatim reproduction of the discussion contained in the 
paper [1]. 
2.1. Abstract Syntax 
A program P is defined to be a set of classes L  and a static boot-strapping expression 
e: 
::P Le=  
The definition of a class C1 with formal context parameters 1X  which extends a class 
C2 and contains a set of sub-contexts 3X , a set of fields f of type T and a set of method 
declarations M . 
{ }1 1 2 3:: class extends subcontexts ; ;L C X C X Tf M =    
A type T consists of the name of a class C and a set of actual context parameters K : 
::T C K=  
The declaration of a method with return type T named m with free context variables 
X  taking parameters x of types T  with maximum read effects of I  and maximum 
write effects of J  consisting of statements s : 
( ) { }:: reads writesM T m X Tx I J s =    
Expressions evaluate to values and consist of method invocations, object 
instantiations, use of formal parameters, field reads, and references to this: 
( )
( )
:: . | .
| new |
|
e e m K e e f
C K e this
x
=
 
A statement consists of an expression, assignment, sequence of statements, a return, 
or a foreach loop: 
{ }
( ){ }
1 2
:: ; | ;
| . ; |
| return ; | foreach in
s e
e f e s
e Tx e s
=
=  
  4 
Actual contexts parameters can be: 
, , :: | | . | | . |K I J X this this X world world X any=  
ϕ is a tuple of read effects I  and write effects J : 
:: ,I Jϕ =  
Type checking takes place in an environment Γ which holds mappings from variables 
to types as well as domination relationships between contexts: 
:: variable
| domination
| contexts mapped to referring classes
x T
K K
K T
Γ = →
→
  
As described in Section Error! Reference source not found., we have introduced 
method level formal context parameters. This means that it becomes necessary not 
only to track the current context during typing, but also to track the current method, if 
any. To achieve this we introduce the method frame ∆ which holds the method name 
and parameter types to uniquely identify the method being typed: 
:: ,
|
m T∆ =
∅
 
2.2. Helper Functions 
There are a number of helper functions which we use to lookup information about 
methods, fields, and classes. The method function returns the return type, read and 
write effects, and formal context arguments of a method m in class C with arguments 
of type T : 
( ){ }
( )
class
,
method , , , ,
C T m X Tx reads I writes J
I J
C m T T X
ϕ
ϕ
  
=
=
… … …
 
{ }
( )
( ) ( )
class ...extendsclass ... ...
_
method , , method , ,
C C M
m T M
C m T C m T
′
∉
′=
 
The field method returns the type of a field f in class C: 
{ }
( )
class ... ... ...
field ,
C Tf
C f T=  
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{ }
( ) ( )
class ...extends ... ...
field , field ,
C C f
f f
C f C f
′
∉
′=
 
The subcontexts function returns the declared sub-contexts of the this context in class 
C: 
{ }
( )
( )
class ...extends class ...subcontexts ...
subcontexts
subcontexts
C C X
X X C
C X
′
′ ′= ∪
′=
 
Lastly, the owner function returns the owner context parameter for a type: 
( ) 1owner C K K=  
In the following subsections the standard format of the typing statements will be: 
; ; :K e TϕΓ ∆ ⊢  
This statement is read as the expression e evaluates to type T with side-effects ϕ under 
typing environment Γ with current context K and current method frame ∆. 
2.3. Type Rules for the Language 
Now that we have presented some helper functions we proceed to presenting the type 
rules for our toy language. Note that the typing of statements does not result in a type 
since a statement operates purely through side-effects; this is presented in greater 
detail in section 2.3.7 
2.3.1. Abstracting Read and Write Effects 
When summarizing read and write effects, we must ensure that the end result only 
contains contexts nameable from the current scope. 
( )1 2 1
2
, , :: the result of raising effects  originating from
                             from an object of type  to contexts namable from 
raise K K T K
T K
=
 
We also overload the raise function to operate on sets of effects and types and effect 
tuples: 
( )
( )
1
raise , ,
raise , ,
i i
i
K T
K T
ϕ
ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ
=
=
=
∪
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( ) ( )
( )
raise , , raise , ,
raise , , , ,
I K T I J K T J
I J K T I J
′ ′= =
′ ′=
 
When raising the this context we must check if the this context being raised is the 
same as the context of analysis. If they are the same then no abstraction is necessary; 
otherwise, the context being raised must be abstracted to a visible context, that of its 
owner: 
( )
:
raise , ,
K T
this K T this
Γ
=
⊢
 
( ) ( )
:
raise , , owner
K T T T
this K T T
′ ′Γ ≠
=
⊢
 
When raising sub-contexts of the current context, we retain the sub-context 
information if the context of analysis is the class itself; otherwise we generalize the 
sub-context in the same way as this: 
( )
:
. , , .
K T
raise this X K T this X
Γ
=
⊢
 
( ) ( )
:
raise . , , owner
K T T T
this X K T T
′ ′Γ ≠
=
⊢
 
The special contexts world and its sub-contexts as well as any are globally visible and 
so do not change: 
( ) ( )
( )
raise , _, _ raise , _, _
raise . , _, _ .
world world any any
world X world X
= =
=
 
2.3.2. Programs 
To type a program we validate all of the classes defined in it and then type the 
bootstrap code and compute the program’s return type and effects based on it: 
; ; :
:
L world e T
Le T
ϕ
ϕ
∅ ∅⊢ ⊢
⊢
 
2.3.3. Class Declarations 
To validate a class declaration, we must ensure that the class it extends is valid, the 
methods declared are valid, that fields are not overridden, and that the declared formal 
context parameters only append additional parameters to the list declared by the super 
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class. Note that the super class is optional since our type system does not require a top 
type just as Lu and Potter’s did not [2]. 
( )
( )
{ }
1 2.. 1
1 1 1 2 2
1 2
2
1 2
, this: , , : ,super : class ...
; class ,
; , , ,
class extends class subcontexts ; ;
X
i i
this X C this X K C X C X C X
X owner T this C X T
K M f f field C f i X X X
C X C X Tf M
′ ′ Γ =  
′ = Γ  
′ ′Γ ∀ ∈ =∅ ∀ ∈ =
′′  

⊢
⊢
⊢
 
2.3.4. Method Definition 
To validate a method definition, we first type its constituent statements in the current 
evaluation environment with the formal parameters bound to their types to determine 
the effect of executing the method body. The computed effects must be the same or 
smaller than the effects declared on the signature as must the return type. Further the 
declared effects must be the same or smaller than those of the method being 
overridden, if any. Lastly, the free context variables list may only include additional 
variables (handled by the 2 2 11.. , i ii X X X∀ ∈ =  below). 
{ }
( )( ) ( )
( ) { }
,
2
2 2 1
1
, : ; ; , :
, _ reads writes
1.. ,
; ; reads writes
i i
I J
x T K m T s
L super m T m X T I J
I I I J J J i X X X
K T m X Tx I J s
′ ′Γ ∅
 ′′ ′′ Γ =   
 ′ ′′ ′ ′′⇒ ∧ ∧ ∀ ∈ = 
 Γ ∅  
   
⊢
⊢
 
2.3.5. Constructor Definition 
Constructor definitions are typed in the same manner as method definitions except 
that constructors do not have formal context parameters and so they do not need to be 
validated. In addition, the object only becomes accessible once the constructor returns 
a reference to the object. We can, therefore, safely remove read and write effects of 
this from the constructor’s effects to reflect this fact. 
2.3.6. Loops 
The stereotypical data parallel foreach loop considered earlier in this paper can be 
typed in this system. We require the collection in the loop to have a next() method 
which returns an object with a type which is included in the declared element type: 
( )
{ }
( ){ }
; ; : ... method , , , ,
: , ; ; :
; ; foreach in :
K e C K classC X C next T
T T element T K s
K Tx e s
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ ϕ ϕ
′
′′
′ ′′ Γ ∆ ∅ = ∅ 
′ ′ ′ ′′< Γ → ∆ ∅ = ∪
Γ ∆ ∅
⊢
⊢
⊢
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2.3.7. Statement Blocks and Expressions 
To type a block of statements we simply type each of the statements; there is no result 
type because statements only produce side-effects: 
( )
{ }
, ; ; : raise , ,
; ; :
i
i
i i i i
s
s s K s K T
K s
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ ϕ∀ ∈ Γ ∆ ∅ =
Γ ∆ ∅
∪⊢
⊢
 
When typing an expression as a statement, we discard the result type: 
; ; :
; ; ;:
K e T
K e
ϕ
ϕ
Γ ∆
Γ ∆ ∅
⊢
⊢
 
2.3.8. Return Statements 
To type a return statement, we must ensure that the type of the expression to be 
returned is a valid subtype of the current method’s return type. Finally, the effect of 
evaluating the return is the effect of evaluating the expression to be returned. 
( ): , , , _, _
; ; , : :
; ; , return :
K C K method C m T T
K m T e T T T
K m T e
ϕ
ϕ
Γ =
′ ′Γ <
Γ ∅
⊢
⊢
⊢
 
2.3.9. Method Invocation 
To type a method invocation we first compute the type and effect of obtaining the 
receiver object from expression e. We then compute the types and effects of obtaining 
the actual parameters to the method. We then lookup the size of the method’s context 
parameter’s list and ensure a valid actual context parameter has been supplied for 
each. The net effect of the invocation is the union of the read-effects and write-effects 
of obtaining the receiver and actual parameters raised to the current context combined 
with the method’s declared effects raised to the current context after substituting 
actual contexts for formal context parameters. 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
2
1
2 1 1 1
2
2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
1
; ; : ; ; : :
method , , reads writes
class ... ; ;
raise , , raise , ,
raise / / , / / , ,
; ; . :
K e C K K e T T T
C m T T m X T x I J
C X X K K K
K C K K T
K X K X I K X K X J K C K
K e m K e T
ϕ ϕ
ϕ
ϕ ϕ ϕ
′ ′′
′Γ ∆ Γ ∆ <
′ =  
  = Γ ∆ 
′ ′′= ∪
       ∪        
Γ ∆
⊢ ⊢
⊢
⊢
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2.3.10. Object Instantiation 
Calling a constructor is largely the same as calling a method except there are no 
formal context parameters to bind and there is no receiver computation required. Note 
that we validate the type of the new object to ensure that all context constraints are 
satisfied. 
( )
( ) ( )
( )
; ; : ; ;
method , , _, , , class ...
raise , , raise / , / , ,
; ; new :
oK e T K C K
C C T I J C X
K T K X I K X J K C K
K C K e C K
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ ϕ
′
Γ ∆ Γ ∆
 = ∅  
′    = ∪    
Γ ∆
⊢ ⊢
⊢
 
2.3.11. Formal Parameters 
There are no primitive types or local variables, so reading a variable is simply reading 
a value that is a reference to an object. So reading an argument does not read or write 
the state of any objects: 
( )
,; _; _ :
x T
x T∅ ∅
Γ =
Γ ⊢
 
Reading the local self-reference variable this has no side-effects for the same 
reasons: 
( )
,
this
; _; _ this :
T
T∅ ∅
Γ =
Γ ⊢
 
2.3.12. Reading Fields 
When reading a field, we first compute the type of the object to which the field 
belongs. The effect of the statement will then be the total read and write effects of 
obtaining the object reference as well as a read of the object’s context. However, we 
must raise the effects of computing the object reference up to a level of abstraction 
that can be named from within the current class’ context K. See subsection 2.3.1 for 
the details of this operation which we call raise. 
( )
( ) ( )
( )
1 1
; ; : field ,
if owner( ) then owner else
raise , , ,
; ; . :
K e C K C f T
T K Y T Y K
K C K Y
K e f T
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ ϕ
′Γ ∆ =
= =
′= ∪ ∅
Γ ∆
≺
⊢
⊢
 
2.3.13. Writing Fields 
To compute the effect of writing to a field we must compute the types and effects of 
the expressions used to obtain the object reference and the value to assign. These 
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effects are then raised to the current context and the owner of the field’s object is 
added to the write effects: 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) { }
, ,
1 1
; ; : ; ; : field ,
if owner( ) then owner else
raise , , raise , , ,
raise , , raise , ,
; ; . :
I J I JK e C K K e T C f T
T K Y T Y K
I K C K I K T
J K C K J K T Y
K e f e unitϕ
ϕ
′ ′
′ ′ ′Γ ∆ Γ ∆ =
= =
′ ′∪
=
′ ′∪ ∪
′Γ ∆ =
≺
⊢ ⊢
⊢
 
2.4. Validating Contexts and Types 
Lastly, we present the rules for validating contexts and types. These are modified 
from those of Lu and Potter [2] due to the addition of free context parameters on 
methods and the removal of strong encapsulation enforcement. For a context to be 
valid, it must be in the set of currently visible contexts: 
( )
{ }
: method , , _, _,
, , . ,
; ; ,
K C K C m T X
K K K world world X any X
K m T K
Γ =
′∈ ∪ ∪
′Γ
⊢
⊢
 
{ }: , , . ,
; ;
K C K K K K world world X any
K K
′Γ ∈ ∪
′Γ ∅
⊢
⊢
 
Only declared sub-contexts of this are valid: 
 
( ): subcontexts
; ; _ .
K C K X C
K this X
Γ ∈
Γ
⊢
⊢
 
Domination relationships are either stored in the environment, a product of owner 
ordering, transitivity, world being the top context, or self domination: 
1
:K C KK K K K K K
K K K K K K
K world K K
Γ′ ′′ ′′ ′∈Γ Γ Γ
′ ′Γ Γ Γ
Γ Γ
  
  
 
⊢ ⊢ ⊢
⊢ ⊢ ⊢
⊢ ⊢
 
To validate a type we ensure it has a valid object as a subtype (<:); this permits 
context abstraction with any: 
; ; :
; ;
oK T T T
K T
′ ′Γ ∆ <
Γ ∆
⊢
⊢
 
We make sub-typing transitive: 
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: :
:
T T T T
T T
′′ ′′ ′< <
′<
⊢ ⊢
⊢
 
We permit type coercion through sub-typing: 
2
1 1 2 2 2
2 1..
1
class extends class ... class
:
:
X
C X C C X
C K D K
C K D K
      
′<
′<
⊢
⊢
 
We allow any to abstract any actual context parameter: 
( )1..
:
i i iK K i K K K K any
C K C K
′ ′ ′= ∀ ∈ ≠ ⇒ =
′<⊢
 
Object types must allow for object creation in contexts other than this, world, and 
owner(this) while still requiring a concrete owner: 
1... ; ;
; ; o
classC X X K K K K any
K C K
  = Γ ∆ ≠ 
Γ ∆
⊢
⊢
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3. Dynamic Semantics 
In this section we present the operational semantics for the language developed in our 
paper “Ownership Effects Based Parallelism” [1]. In this section we present the small 
step operational semantics for your language. We adhere to many of the same style 
conventions as used by Lu and Potter for the purposes of comparability since our type 
system is largely derived from their ownership effects type system [2]. 
3.1. Operational Semantics Syntax 
In the small step operational semantics presented later in this section we will be using 
the following abstract syntax: 
{ }
typed location
:: objects
:: heap
:: stack
:: stack frame
l
o f l
H l o
S
x l
=
=
= ∆
∆ =
֏
֏
֏
 
In addition to the above syntax, we import the abstract syntax of the language itself 
used in the paper to present the static type rules wholesale and we refer the reader to 
our paper for this additional syntax. Note that the standard expression used in the 
development of the operational semantics is of the form: 
; ; ; ;H S e H S e′ ′ ′→  
The above statement is read as expression e evaluated with heap H and stack S 
reduces to another expression e’ with a new heap H’ and a new stack S’. 
3.2. Small Step Operational Semantics 
We now present the small step operational semantics for our language in a bottom up 
manner. These rules codify the operation of the language and will be used in the proof 
of progress and preservation presented in the next chapter. 
3.2.1. Reading Parameters 
To read a parameter passed into the current method, we look it up in the current stack 
frame: 
( )
;
; ; ; ;
S S
H S x H S x
′= ∆
→ ∆
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3.2.2. Reading this 
To read the this variable, we simply lookup its value in the stack: 
( )
;
; ; this ; ; this
S S
H S H S
′= ∆
→ ∆
 
3.2.3. Reading Fields 
To select the value of a field we must first computer the target of the lookup. Once we 
have the lookup target, we simply lookup the value for the field in the heap using the 
computed target: 
( )( ); ; . ; ;H S l f H S H l f→  
; ; ; ;
; ; . ; ; .
H S e H S e
H S e f H S e f
′ ′ ′→
′ ′ ′→
 
3.2.4. Writing Fields 
To assign a value to a field, we first reduce the right-hand side to produce the value to 
be stored. We then reduce the target of the field select. Finally, we store the value in 
the appropriate field in the heap and return: 
( )[ ]
; ; . ;
H H l H l f l
H S l f l H S
′ ′ =  
′ ′= →
֏ ֏
 
; ; ; ;
; ; . ; ; .
H S e H S e
H S e f l H S e f l
′ ′ ′→
′ ′ ′= → =
 
2 2
1 2 1 2
; ; ; ;
; ; . ; ; .
H S e H S e
H S e f e H S e f e
′ ′ ′→
′ ′ ′= → =
 
3.2.5. Reducing Blocks of Statements 
The absence of local variables means that blocks of statements are evaluated in 
exactly the same way as a set of statements, note we short-circuit evaluation if a 
return value is produced early (the third rule): 
{ }; ; ; ;H S s H S s→  
; ; ;
; ; ; ; ;
H S s H S
H S s s H S s
′ ′→
′ ′→
 
; ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ;
H S s H S l
H S s s H S l
′ ′→
′ ′→
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3.2.6. Loops 
Reducing a loop in the absence of primitive Boolean values requires that we terminate 
the loop when the next() method returns an object representing null; not unlike the 
handling of null in Ruby.  
( )
( )
; ; .next ;
; ;foreach in ;
H S l H S
H S x l H S
′ ′→
′ ′→
 
( )
[ ] { } [ ]
( ){ } ( ){ }
; ; .next ; ;
; ; ; _
; ;foreach in ; ;foreach in
H S l H S l
H S x l s H S S S x
H S x l s H S x l s
′ ′ ′→
′ ′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′′′ ′′→ = −
′′ ′′′→
֏ ֏
 
( ){ } ( ){ }
; ; ; ;
; ;foreach in ; ;foreach in
H S e H S e
H S x e s H S x e s
′ ′ ′→
′ ′ ′→
 
3.2.7. Method Invocation 
To invoke a method we first compute the target of the call and then we compute the 
arguments. Once we have completed this, we push a new stack frame with the 
method’s formal parameters bound to its actual computed parameters and this bound 
to the target of the call and then we evaluate the body of the method. 
( ) ( ){ }
{ }
( )
; : , , ... _
, , 1..
; ; . ; ;
i i
l C K l T method C m T x s
S S this l i l x l
H S l m l H S s
=
′ = ∀ ∈
′→
֏ ֏
⊢ ⊢
 
( ) ( )
; ; ; ;
; ; . , , ; ; . , ,
H S e H S e
H S l m l e e H S l m l e e
′ ′ ′→
′ ′ ′→
 
( ) ( )
; ; ; ;
; ; . ; ; .
H S e H S e
H S e m e H S e m e
′ ′ ′→
′ ′ ′→
 
3.2.8. Return Statements 
When we encounter a return statement we compute the value to be returned. Once that 
is completed, we greedily consume the remainder of the statements in the current 
scope, pop the current stack frame, and the value is returned to the call site: 
,
; ; return ; ;
S S
H S l H S l
′= ∆
′→
 
; ; ; ;
; ; return ; ; return
H S e H S e
H S e H S e
′ ′ ′→
′ ′ ′→
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3.2.9. Object Creation 
Initializing a new object is the same as invoking a method except that we must 
allocate the new object on the heap and initialize its field before evaluating the 
constructor body: 
( ) ( ){ }
{ }
{ } { }
( )
: method , , ... _
class ... ... ...
, , , 1..
; ;new ; ; ;
T T i i
T C K l T C C T x s
C f
H H l f S S this l i l x l
H S T l s H S s
= =
′ ′= ∅ = ∀ ∈
′ ′→
֏ ֏ ֏ ֏
⊢
 
( ) ( )
; ; ; ;
; ;new , , ; ; ;new , , ;
H S e H S e
H S T l e e s H S T l e e s
′ ′ ′→
′ ′ ′→
 
3.2.10. Programs 
Finally, to reduce a program we reduce the bootstrap code to the final return value: 
; ;H S Ll l→
 
{ } { } ; ; ; ;
; ; ; ;
H S H S e H S e
Le H S Le
′ ′ ′= = →
′ ′ ′∅ ∅ →
 
; ; ; ;
; ; ; ;
H S e H S e
H S Le H S Le
′ ′ ′→
′ ′ ′→
 
3.2.11. Rules to Enforce Well Formed Heaps 
We now present two final rules which ensure the heap is well formed along with the 
locations contained there in: 
( ) ( )
{ }
,
class ... ... ...
; : :
T T
T
l domain H H l f l
H l T C l C Tf
l T T T
H
∀ ∈ =
=
′ ′∅ ∅ <
֏
⊢
⊢
⊢
 
( )
( ) { }
arity
T
T
T C l C l
l l l domain H world
H l
= =
∉ ⊆ ∪
⊢
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4. Type System Safety 
We now present the proof of progress and preservation for the type system we 
presented in our paper and whose operational semantics were defined in the previous 
chapter. These proofs are completely standard owing to the lack of ownership 
information at runtime. 
4.1. Progress 
The proof of progress for our type system is standard. If e is a location then e is an 
irreducible value. All other expressions and statements have reduction rules which 
simplify the statement or expression and so we can perform an induction over the 
reduction rules to show that all non-location results can be reduced to locations since 
the program bootstraps with an expression, resulting in the entire program reducing to 
a location as expected. 
4.2. Preservation 
To prove preservation we must prove that any reduction results in a valid stack and 
heap as well as proving that the type of the reduced expressions is consistent. 
The proof for the heap being well formed is done by induction. The base case is found 
in the program reduction rule where the heap is initialized to be empty which is a 
valid heap. The only two rules which modify the heap are object creation and writing 
to fields. In the case of writing to fields, the type correctness of the location assigned 
to field in the heap is guaranteed by the static type rules. In the case of object creation, 
the structure of the rule ensures that the object is correctly formed. Therefore, because 
all the rules that modify the heap result make valid modifications and the initial heap 
is valid, heap preservation is guaranteed. 
Stack preservation is proven using a similar proof by induction. The base case is again 
found in the program reduction rule where the stack is initialized to be empty which is 
a valid stack. There are only two rules which modify the stack: method invocation and 
return statements. The method invocation pushes a valid stack frame which is well 
formed by construction and the static typing rules. In the case of a return statement, 
the top stack frame is simply popped. Further, because we do not permit a return 
statement to appear in the bootstrap code the original stack frame is never popped and 
so there is always a valid stack frame during reduction. By induction, stack 
preservation can, therefore, be demonstrated. 
With stack and heap preservation proven, we must now prove type preservation on 
reduction. Induction over the reduction rules and the static type rules demonstrates 
that all valid expressions and statements are reducible and that type correctness is 
always enforced by the system resulting in type preservation and the completion of 
the proof of preservation for the system as a whole. 
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5. Conclusion 
We have presented the small step operational semantics of our language and the proof 
of progress and preservation for the type system. This proves the type system is safe. 
We demonstrate in our paper that the type system can be used to facilitate the lockless 
parallelization of loops which write to at most the iteration unique values of the loop 
body and read any non-ancestral state. We refer interested readers to our paper for 
further discussion on this topic. 
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